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Abstract

In most psychological tests and questionnaires, a test score is obtained by
taking the sum of the item scores. In virtually all cases where the test or
questionnaire contains multidimensional forced-choice items, this traditional
scoring method is also applied. We argue that the summation of scores ob-
tained with multidimensional forced-choice items produces uninterpretable
test scores. Therefore, we propose three alternative scoring methods: a weak
and a strict rank preserving scoring method, which both allow an ordinal
interpretation of test scores; and a ratio preserving scoring method, which
allows a proportional interpretation of test scores. Each proposed scoring
method yields an index for each respondent indicating the degree to which
the response pattern is inconsistent. Analysis of real data showed that with
respect to rank preservation, the weak and strict rank preserving method
resulted in lower inconsistency indices than the traditional scoring method;
with respect to ratio preservation, the ratio preserving scoring method re-
sulted in lower inconsistency indices than the traditional scoring method.
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1 Introduction

A multidimensional forced-choice (MFC) item consists of m ≥ 2 statements ;
each statement is an indicator of a different trait or dimension. For example,
Figure 1 shows an MFC item from the questionnaire the Study of Values
Part II (SOV; Kopelman, Rovenpor, & Guan, 2003). The SOV measures
six traits: (1) theoretical value, (2) aesthetic value, (3) political value, (4)
religious value, (5) economic value, and (6) social value. In the item of
Figure 1, statement a is an indicator of religious value, b of economic value,
c of theoretical value, and d of aesthetic value. A respondent is instructed to
rank all statements according to preference by assigning score 4 to the most
preferred statement down to score 1 to the least preferred statement. The
statement score pertaining to trait q in item j is denoted Yjq. Notice that
for the item in Figure 1, the statement scores for political value and social
value are not available.

Questionnaires have the ordinal MFC format if a respondent is instructed
to rank all m statements in the item (as for the item in Figure 1), or to rank
k out of m statements (k < m). Questionnaires that employ the ordinal
MFC format are, for example, the Canfield Learning Styles Inventory (CLSI;
Canfield, 1980), the Survey of Interpersonal Values (SIV; Gordon, 1976),
the Survey of Personal Values (SPV; Gordon, 1984), the Edwards Personal
Preference Schedule (EPPS; Edwards, 1954), the Occupational Preference
Questionnaire (OPQ; Saville, Sik, Nyfield, Hackston, & MacIver, 1996), and
the Beroepen Interessen Test [Vocational Interests Test] (BIT; Evers, Lu-
cassen, & Wiegersma, 1999; Irle, 1955). Occasionally, MFC questionnaires
may adopt alternative instructions for assigning scores to statements; for ex-
ample, an item containing two statements over which three points must be
distributed, allows one of four responses: (3, 0), (2, 1), (1, 2), or (0, 3) (SOV
Part I; Kopelman et al., 2003). Statement scores obtained using these alter-
native instructions are not discussed in this paper. One important reason

15. Viewing Leonardo da Vinci’s picture, “The Last Supper,” would you tend
to think of it --
a. as expressing the highest spiritual aspirations and emotions
b. as one of the most priceless and irreplaceable pictures ever painted
c. in relation to Leonardo’s versatility and its place in history
d. the quintessence of harmony and design

Note. Item derived from Kopelman et al. (2003).

Figure 1: An MFC Item from the Study of Values Part II.
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Table 1: The Responses of a Single Respondent to the 15 Items of the SOV
Part II and the Corresponding Statement Scores, Traditional Test Scores,
and Several Alternative Test Scores (See Text).

Statement scores Total
Item Statements Responses t a p r e s

1. serp 3214 4 1 2 3 10
2. tpar 2431 2 3 4 1 10
3. aste 2413 1 2 3 4 10
4. erpa 4321 1 2 3 4 10
5. erts 3214 1 2 3 4 10
6. past 3241 1 2 3 4 10
7. terp 1432 1 2 3 4 10
8. aspe 1423 1 2 3 4 10
9. rtas 3124 1 2 3 4 10

10. tape 1234 1 2 3 4 10
11. ptsr 2143 1 2 3 4 10
12. raes 2134 1 2 3 4 10
13. spet 4231 1 2 3 4 10
14. psra 2431 1 2 3 4 10
15. reta 3412 1 2 3 4 10
Traditional test scores 11 17 26 24 33 39 150

Note. The six traits are indicated by: t = Theoretical value, a = Aesthetic value, p =
Political value, r = Religious value, e = Economic value, and s = Social value; a score of
4 indicates ‘preferred most’ and a score of 1 ‘preferred least’.

for using the ordinal MFC response format is that it might be more resis-
tant to the social desirability response bias (e.g., Martin, Bowen, & Hunt,
2002; Nederhof, 1985; Stanush, 1997), although this view is not universally
accepted (De Vries, 2006, chap. 8; Heggestad, Morrison, Reeve, & McCloy,
2006). The SOV Part II consists of 15 items, which all have the same ordinal
MFC format as the item in Figure 1, covering all possible combinations of
four out of six traits. Table 1 shows the responses of one respondent to the
15 items of the SOV Part II (third column) and the corresponding statement
scores (fourth to ninth column).

The traditional scoring method for ordinal MFC items is to compute the
sum of the available statement scores over all items (Canfield, 1980; Edwards,
1954; Evers et al., 1999; Gordon, 1976, 1984; Irle, 1955; Saville et al., 1996).
The resulting test scores are used for further data analysis. This scoring
method is also common for items with other response formats such as a
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Likert scale.
For MFC items, the traditional scoring method has two undesirable fea-

tures:

1. The traditional test scores are ipsative (e.g., Cattell, 1944; Clemans,
1966; Hicks, 1970; Radcliffe, 1963). Ipsative scores add up to a con-
stant value. For the example in Table 1 the traditional test scores
add up to 150, irrespective of the responses. Ipsative scores cannot be
analyzed readily using standard statistical methods based on correla-
tions or covariances, such as regression or factor analysis (Baron, 1996;
Closs, 1996; Cornwell & Dunlap, 1994; Dunlap & Cornwell, 1994; Guil-
ford, 1952; Johnson, Wood, & Blinkhorn, 1988; also see, e.g., Aitchison,
1986/2003; Brady, 1989; Chan & Bentler, 1993, 1996, 1998; Ten Berge,
1999); and ipsative scores yield relative information rather than ab-
solute information about the traits measured (e.g., Broverman, 1962;
Closs, 1976, 1996; Johnson et al., 1988). Consequently, ipsative scores
allow valid comparisons of traits within a respondent but not between
respondents (Fedorak & Coles, 1979; Katz, 1962).

2. Traditional test scores do not allow valid comparisons between traits
within a respondent. Even the relative interpretation within a respon-
dent, which is the only way ipsative scores can be interpreted is ham-
pered by the way the traditional test scores are constructed: Statement
scores in item j, Yj1, . . . , YjQ, are a mixture of rank numbers and miss-
ing values (cf. Table 1). The traditional scoring method implies that
the missing values are replaced with zeros, that is, Y ∗

jq = 0 if Yjq is miss-
ing and Y ∗

jq = Yjq otherwise; and the test score for trait q, denoted Xq

is computed as Xq =
∑

j Y ∗
jq. Therefore, the traditional scoring method

uses zeros as estimates of the missing rank orders. For a low-ranking
trait these zeros may be reasonable estimates, but for high-ranking
traits these zeros may be far off, yielding heavily biased test scores.

This paper aims at finding alternative scoring methods.

2 Requirements for alternative scoring meth-

ods

Test scores produced by alternative scoring methods must satisfy practical
requirements. Consider the traits political value and religious value in Ta-
ble 1. From the statement scores in Table 1 it can be derived that in four
items (items 4, 7, 11, and 14) religious value was preferred over political
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value; in two items (items 1 and 2) political value was preferred over reli-
gious value; and in the remaining nine items preference is not clear because
at least one of the statement scores is missing. These observations are used
to define practical requirements for test scores.

2.1 Rank order preservation

The first requirement, called rank order preservation, conveys the idea that
the test scores of respondent i on political value, XiP , and religious value,
XiR, should express that respondent i preferred more statements expressing
religious value than statements expressing political value. Test sores XiR

and XiP satisfy rank order preservation if XiR > XiP . It may be verified that
for the statement scores shown in Table 1, the traditional test scores do not
satisfy rank order preservation, because XiR = 24 < XiP = 26.

In general, let Sq be the set of statements pertaining to trait q (q =
1, . . . , Q), and let Fi(Sq Â Sr) be the number of times that respondent i
preferred a statement from set Sq over a statement from set Sr in his or her
responses to the MFC questionnaire. Weak rank order preservation is defined
as

Xiq > Xir ⇔ Fi(Sq Â Sr) ≥ Fi(Sr Â Sq) for all q 6= r. (1)

Strict rank order preservation is defined as Equation 1 with a strict inequality
in the right-hand side. Note that there are Q(Q − 1)/2 pairs of test scores
(Xiq, Xir), and investigating rank order preservation requires checking the
inequality constraint in Equation 1 for all pairs. If it is possible to construct Q
test scores for respondent i that satisfy the Q(Q−1)/2 inequality constraints
imposed by Equation 1, then we say that respondent i has a response pattern
consistent with respect to rank order preservation.

2.2 Ratio preservation

The second requirement, called ratio preservation, conveys the idea that test
scores XiP and XiR should express that the preference ratio political value
to religious value equals 2 : 4 = .5. It may be verified that for the statement
scores shown in Table 1, the test scores obtained with the traditional scoring
method do not satisfy ratio preservation, because XiP : XiR = 26 : 24 = 1.08.

Ratio preservation is defined as

Xiq

Xir

=
Fi(Sq Â Sr)

Fi(Sr Â Sq)
for all q 6= r. (2)
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Table 2: Dominance matrix Di for the Scores in Table 1, the Row Sum,
the Initial Test Scores, Weak Rank Order Preserving Test Scores, and Strict
Rank Order Preserving Test Scores.

T A P R E S
Theoretical value 0 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1
Aesthetic value −1 0 +1 +1 +1 +1
Political value −1 −1 0 +1 +1 +1
Religious value −1 −1 −1 0 +1 +1
Economic value −1 −1 −1 −1 0 +1
Social value −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0
Row sum −5 −3 −1 1 3 5
Initial test scores 1 2 3 4 5 6
WRP test scores 1 2 3 4 5 6
SRP test scores 1 2 3 4 5 6

Note. WRP = weak rank preserving; SRP = strict rank preserving.

Investigating ratio preservation requires checking the equality constraints in
Equation 2 for all Q(Q−1)/2 pairs of test scores. Note that ratio preservation
implies rank order preservation.

If it is possible to construct Q test scores for respondent i that satisfy
the Q(Q − 1)/2 equality constraints imposed by Equation 2, then we say
that respondent i has a response pattern consistent with respect to ratio
preservation. Only in some very rare cases will it be possible that Q test
scores exactly satisfy the Q(Q − 1)/2 equality constraints in Equation 2,
because there are more constraints than test scores. For practical situations
ratio preservation will only hold approximately.

3 Two rank order preserving scoring meth-

ods

We propose two simple scoring methods which aim at producing test scores
that satisfy weak and strict rank order preservation, respectively (cf. Equa-
tion 1).

For respondent i, for each pair of traits it is investigated which of the
two traits is preferred most often by comparing the statement scores in the
items that have a statement for both traits. The results are collected in a
Q × Q dominance matrix Di with all diagonal elements equal to zero, and
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off-diagonal elements Diqr = +1 if trait r is preferred more often than trait
q, Diqr = −1 if trait r is preferred less often than trait q, and Diqr = 0
otherwise (q = 1, . . . , Q; r = 1 . . . , Q). For the statement scores in Table 1,
Di is shown in Table 2. The initial test scores are the rank numbers of the
column sums of Di (Table 2).

Weak rank order preserving scoring method. If the initial test scores
satisfy the inequality constraints in Equation 1 and thus are weak rank order
preserving, then the initial test scores are also the final test scores. Whether
or not the initial test scores are weak rank order preserving can be derived
from Di in the following way. Order the rows and columns of Di by the
initial test scores. If the test scores are weakly rank order preserving then
all upper diagonal elements should be nonnegative and all lower diagonal
elements should be nonpositive. It may be verified that this is the case for
the test scores in Table 2. If the initial test scores are not weak rank order
preserving (Table 3 shows an example), then the following adjustment of the
test scores is proposed. Partition the Q traits in as many subsets as possible
such that for traits from different subsets weak rank order preservation holds.
In Table 3, these subsets are {T, A, P, R}, {E}, and {S}. Traits in the same
subset receive the same test score, that is, the average initial test score (see
Table 3, last row but one).

The weak rank order preserving test scores can be interpreted as follows.
If the test score pertaining to trait q is greater than the test score pertaining
to trait r, then the respondent has preferred trait q over trait r at least
as many times as he or she has preferred trait r over trait q in the items
that allow a direct comparison. The preference order between two traits is
undetermined if the corresponding two test scores are equal.

Strict rank order preserving scoring method. If the initial test scores
satisfy strict rank order preservation, then the initial test scores are also the
final test scores. Whether or not the initial test scores are strict rank order
preserving can be derived from Di in a similar way as for weak rank order
preservation. Order the rows and columns of Di by the initial test scores.
If the test scores are strict rank order preserving then all upper diagonal
elements should be strictly positive and all lower diagonal elements should be
strictly negative. It may be verified that this is the case for the test scores in
Table 2. If the initial test scores are not strict rank order preserving (Table 3),
then an adjustment of the test scores is proposed, which is similar to the
adjustment of test scores that were not weak order preserving. Partition the
Q traits in as many subsets as possible such that for traits from different
subsets strict rank order preservation holds. In Table 3, these subsets are
{T, A, P, R, E} and {S}. Traits in the same subset receive the same test
score, that is, the average initial test score (see Table 3, last row).
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Table 3: Dominance matrix Di for an Inconsistent Response Pattern, the
Row Sum, the Initial Test Scores, Weak Rank Order Preserving Test Scores,
and Strict Rank Order Preserving Test Scores

T A P R E S
Theoretical value 0 +1 +1 −1 +1 +1
Aesthetic value −1 0 +1 +1 +1 +1
Political value −1 −1 0 +1 +1 +1
Religious value +1 −1 −1 0 0 +1
Economic value −1 −1 −1 0 0 +1
Social value −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 0
Row sum −3 −3 −1 0 2 5
Initial test scores 1.5 1.5 3 4 5 6
WRP test scores 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 5 6
SRP test scores 3 3 3 3 3 6

Note. WRP = weak rank preserving; SRP = strict rank preserving.

The strict rank order preserving test scores can be interpreted as follows.
If the test score pertaining to trait q is greater than the test score pertaining
to trait r, then the respondent has preferred trait q over trait r more often
than he or she has preferred trait r over trait q in the items that allow a direct
comparison. The preference order between two traits cannot be interpreted
if the corresponding two test scores are equal. On the one hand, the strict
rank order preserving test scores have a stronger interpretation than the weak
rank order preserving test scores, and on the other hand, the probability that
two test scores are equal is greater for strict rank order preserving test scores
than for weak rank order preserving test scores (see, Table 3, for an example).

It may be noted that both rank order preserving test scores can be viewed
as ipsative scores because they represent the order of the trait preferences
within a respondent (cf. Chan, 2003, who called these scores ordinal ipsative
data). However, contrary to the traditional test scores, the rank order pre-
serving test scores have a sound ordinal interpretation within the limits of
ipsative data.

Indices of inconsistency. The degree of inconsistency of test scores with
respect to weak rank order preservation, denoted Iweak

i , is expressed by the
number of pairs of test scores that do not satisfy weak rank order preserva-
tion (Equation 1). Note that for the initial test scores in Table 3 Iweak

i = 1,
and for the test scores produced by the weak and strict rank order preserv-
ing scoring method Iweak

i = 0 by definition. The degree of inconsistency of
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test scores with respect to strict rank order preservation, denoted Istrict
i , is

expressed by the number of pairs of test scores that do not satisfy strict rank
order preservation. For the initial test scores in Table 3 Istrict

i = 2, and for
test scores in Table 3 produced by the weak rank order preserving scoring
method Istrict

i = 1, for test scores in Table 3 produced by the strict rank order
preserving scoring method Istrict

i = 0 by definition.

4 Ratio preserving scoring method

A more elaborate method is proposed that aims at producing test scores that
satisfy ratio preservation (Equation 2). Let

Riqr =
Fi(Sq Â Sr)

Fi(Sr Â Sq)
(3)

be the preference ratio of respondent i with respect to trait q and trait r
(q 6= r). Let ε be a positive value smaller than the smallest statement score.
If Fi(Sr Â Sq) in Equation 3 equals zero, the preference ratio does not exist,
and we advocate to replace Riqr by a maximum ratio

R∗
iqr =

Fi(Sq Â Sr)− ε

ε
.

Similarly, if Fi(Sq Â Sr) in Equation 3 equals zero, we advocate to replace
Riqr by a minimum ratio

R∗
iqr =

ε

Fi(Sr Â Sq)− ε
.

It can be shown that this replacement strategy equals the multiplicative
replacement strategy advocated by Mart́ın-Fernández, Barceló-Vidal, and
Pawlowsky-Glahn (2003). As a rule of thumb, Hornung and Reed (1990)
suggested to take ε = 1/

√
2.

The preference ratios of respondent i are collected in a Q×Q ratio matrix
Ri. By definition, Riqq = 1 (q = 1, . . . , Q). For the statement scores in
Table 1, Ri is shown in Table 4. Each row of Ri is a vector of ratios with
the row trait as the reference. Only if all rows are linearly dependent (i.e.,
Ri has rank 1), the response patterns are consistent with respect to ratio
preservation. This means that any row of Ri can be obtained by multiplying
another row with a constant value.

Consistent response patterns. The ratios in Ri are unchanged if they are
multiplied or divided by a constant value. For constructing test scores for
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Table 4: Ratio matrix Ri for the Scores in Table 1, the Exact Geometric
Mean (gi), the Geometric Mean for ε = 1/

√
2, and the Resulting Ratio

Preserving Test Scores on the Same Scale as the Traditional Test Scores (i.e,
Xi = gi × 150/

∑
q giq).

T A P R E S
Theoretical value 1 a a 5 a a

Aesthetic value 1
a

1 a 5 a a

Political value 1
a

1
a

1 2 5 5

Religious value 1
5

1
5

1
2

1 a a

Economic value 1
a

1
a

1
5

1
a

1 a

Social value 1
a

1
a

1
5

1
a

1
a

1

gi
1

6√
5a4

1
6√

5a2

6

√
a2

50
6

√
50
a2

6
√

5a2 6
√

5a4

gi (ε = 1/
√

2) 0.20 0.39 1.02 0.98 2.56 5.00
RP test scores 3 6 15 14 38 74

Note. a = the maximum ratio = 6−ε
ε ; RP = ratio preserving.

a consistent response pattern it suffices to take an arbitrary row from Ri,
and multiply each element with a conveniently chosen constant c. Practical
values of c are c = 1/(

∑
r Riqr), so that the test scores are proportions that

add up to 1; c = 100/(
∑

r Riqr), so that the test scores are percentages; or,
for the statement scores in Table 1, c = 150/(

∑
r Riqr), so that the ratio

preserving test scores add up to the same value as the traditional test scores.
Because all rows are linearly dependent, each row will give the same result
when the elements are multiplied by c/(

∑
r Riqr). The obtained test scores

can be interpreted at a ratio level; that is, if Xiq/Xir = c, then the preference
of trait q over trait r was c times the preference of trait r over trait q. It
may be noted that the ratio preserving test scores can be viewed as ipsative
scores because any ratio of scores represents the preference ratio of two traits
within a respondent (cf. Chan, 2003, who called these scores multiplicative
ipsative data). However, contrary to the traditional test scores, the ratio
preserving test scores have a sound proportional interpretation within the
limits of ipsative data.

Inconsistent response patterns. In case of an inconsistent response pat-
tern, the rows of Ri are not linearly dependent, and some average of the
rows of Ri should be taken as estimated test scores. For vectors whose ele-
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ments can be interpreted as ratios, Aitchison (1992) and Pawlowsky-Glahn
and Egozcue (2002) advocated the geometric mean as an adequate average.
Let riq = (Riq1, . . . , Riqr, . . . , RiqQ)T denote row q of Ri (q = 1, . . . , Q), then
the geometric mean over the Q rows of Ri is

gi =




Q

√∏
q

Riq1, . . . , Q

√∏
q

Riqr, . . . , Q

√∏
q

RiqQ


 .

The rationale for using the geometric mean is its relation to the Aitchison
distance, a measure that appreciates that the elements of a vector are ratios.
For example, the Aitchison distance between two vectors is unaffected if one
of the vectors is multiplied by a constant value. The Aitchison distance
between two vectors x and y is denoted da(x,y), and defined as

da(x,y) =

√√√√ 1

Q

∑
q<r

(
ln

xq

xr

− ln
yq

yr

)2

. (4)

The vector x̃ that minimizes the sum of squared Aitchison distances between
the rows of Ri and x̃,

∑
q d2

a(riq, x̃), equals gi (Pawlowsky-Glahn & Egozcue,
2002). For a detailed discussion of the Aitchison distance we refer the inter-
ested reader to Aitchison (1992) and Pawlowsky-Glahn and Egozcue (2002).

Index of inconsistency. The closer the rows of Ri in terms of Aitchison
distances (Equation 4), the more consistent a respondent has answered. If
respondent i has a consistent response pattern, then all rows of Ri are linearly
dependent and all Aitchison distances are zero. The average of the Aitchison
distances between the rows and the geometric mean can serve as an unnormed
index of inconsistency Iratio

i ; that is,

Iratio
i =

1

Q

Q∑
q=1

d2
a(riq,gi). (5)

For the response pattern in Table 1 Iratio
i = 19.31. To decide whether this

is an unacceptably large value, the distribution of Iratio can be computed.
For 10,000 simulated random response patterns we found that 94.18% had
an inconsistency index less than 19.31, which indicates that the response
pattern of respondent i is rather inconsistent; and any test scores derived
from this response pattern should be interpreted with care.
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Table 5: Results from the Empirical Example Using Six Traits: Percentage
of Consistent Test Scores and Summary Statistics of the Distribution of the
Inconsistency Index.

Test scores Weak rank preservation
Perc. Min. Q1 Median Q3 Max.

Traditional 57.8% 0 0 0 1 5
Weak rank preserving 100.0% 0 0 0 0 0
Strict rank preserving 100.0% 0 0 0 0 0
Ratio preserving 49.8% 0 0 1 1 5

Strict rank preservation
Perc. Min. Q1 Median Q3 Max.

Traditional 2.6% 0 2 3 4 8
Weak rank preserving 12.4% 0 1 2 3 7
Strict rank preserving 100.0% 0 0 0 0 0
Ratio preserving 1.6% 0 3 4 5 9

Ratio preservation
Perc. Min. Q1 Median Q3 Max.

Traditional 0.0% 2.24 13.80 16.66 20.15 37.79
Ratio preserving 0.0% 1.28 6.37 9.04 12.17 24.67

Note. Perc. = Percentage of consistent responses; Min. = minimum value of inconsistency
index; Q1 = First quartile of inconsistency index; Median = Median of inconsistency index;
Q3 = Third quartile of inconsistency index; and Max. = maximum value of inconsistency
index.

5 Empirical example

The SOV Part II (cf. Table 1) was administered to 386 first-year Psychology
students from the University of Amsterdam, resulting in 386 sets of 60 state-
ment scores. There were no missing values. First, for these 386 respondents,
we computed the test scores using the traditional scoring method, the weak
rank preserving scoring method, the strict rank preserving scoring method,
and the ratio preserving scoring method. Hence, every respondent had four
sets of test scores. Second, we verified for each set of test scores, whether
it was weakly rank preserving, strictly rank preserving, and ratio preserv-
ing, and we computed the corresponding inconsistency indices Iweak, Istrict,
and Iratio. Table 5 shows the percentages of consistent sets of test scores,
and summary statistics (minimum, maximum, and quartile scores) of the
distributions of the inconsistency indices.

Test scores obtained using the strict and weak rank preserving scoring
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method satisfy weak rank preservation by definition. Test scores obtained
using the traditional and ratio preserving scoring method satisfied weak rank
preservation for approximately half the sample. Most often one violation was
encountered. Test scores obtained using the strict rank preserving scoring
method satisfy strict rank preservation by definition. For all other scoring
methods, the percentage of test scores satisfying strict rank order preserva-
tion was small. Test scores obtained using the weak and strict rank order
preserving scoring methods are ranks and, therefore, excluded from the re-
sults for ratio preservation. No set of test scores satisfied ratio preservation,
but the inconsistency indices were smaller for test scores obtained using the
ratio preserving scoring method than for test scores obtained using the tra-
ditional scoring method.

Inspection of the items of the SOV Part II suggests that religious value
may consist of two subtraits (ideological: items 1, 4, 9, and 11; and ecclesi-
astical: items 2, 5, 7, 12) and this may be a reason to exclude religious value.
Table 6 shows the values of the statistics in Table 5 without the trait religious
value. The number of consistent sets of test scores increased, and the values
of the inconsistency indices decreased. One set of test scores obtained using
the ratio preserving scoring method was completely ratio preserving.

6 Discussion

We have argued that the traditional scoring method of MFC items, the sum-
mation of the available statement scores, which is suggested in several test
manuals yields test scores that cannot be interpreted. Three alternative scor-
ing methods for MFC items were proposed. Software in R (R Development
Core Team, 2006) to compute the alternative test scores is available from the
second author upon request.

The weak and strict rank preserving scoring methods are useful if a rank
order of the traits is required that expresses the preference of the traits for
a particular respondent. Test scores with the same value cannot be readily
compared. There is a tradeoff between weak and strict rank preserving test
scores: Weak rank order test scores have a weaker interpretation but have a
smaller probability that test scores of different traits receive the same value.
Strict rank order test scores have a stronger interpretation but have a greater
probability that test scores of different traits receive the same value. It will
depend on the purpose of the test and the consistency of the response patterns
which of the two scoring methods is preferred.

The ratio preserving scoring method is useful if a ratio interpretation
of the traits within a respondent is required. The resulting test scores are
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Table 6: Results from the Empirical Example Using Five Traits: Percentage
of Consistent Test Scores and Summary Statistics of the Distribution of the
Inconsistency Index.

Test scores Weak rank preservation
Perc. Min. Q1 Median Q3 Max.

Traditional 70.5% 0 0 0 1 4
Weak rank preserving 100.0% 0 0 0 0 0
Strict rank preserving 100.0% 0 0 0 0 0
Ratio preserving 67.6% 0 0 0 1 3

Strict rank preservation
Perc. Min. Q1 Median Q3 Max.

Traditional 9.1% 0 1 2 3 5
Weak rank preserving 30.6% 0 0 2 2 5
Strict rank preserving 100.0% 0 0 0 0 0
Ratio preserving 8.5% 0 1 2 3 6

Ratio preservation
Perc. Min. Q1 Median Q3 Max.

Traditional 0.0% 0.96 7.87 9.68 11.89 22.46
Ratio preserving 0.3% 0.00 3.17 4.81 7.12 17.28

Note. Perc. = Percentage of consistent responses; Min. = minimum value of inconsistency
index; Q1 = First quartile of inconsistency index; Median = Median of inconsistency index;
Q3 = Third quartile of inconsistency index; and Max. = maximum value of inconsistency
index.

seldomly consistent with respect to ratio preservation because it requires
that the Q test scores satisfy Q(Q− 1)/2 equality constraints. Inconsistency
index Iratio can be used to evaluate the consistency of the response pattern
of a respondent. Respondents with relatively large values may be possible
outliers and their test scores should be interpreted with care. Very popular
or very unpopular statements in an item may increase the average value of
the inconsistency index.

A pitfall of the ratio preserving scoring method is the handling of zeros,
which only disappears if the respondent is administered a very large number
of items. The value of ε is always arbitrary and can have a large effect on
the resulting test scores. The problem is well known in the related field
of compositional data analysis (e.g., Fry, Fry, & McLaren, 2000; Mart́ın-
Fernández et al., 2003).

By proposing these alternative scoring methods, we do not intend to
advocate the use of ordinal MFC items in future tests or questionnaires. We
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believe that the problems of ipsative test scores (no absolute interpretation,
biased correlation structure, no norm tables possible) are serious. However,
there are many existing tests and questionnaires that (1) have an ordinal
MFC format and (2) are frequently used. Those tests can benefit from the
alternative scoring methods.

Some authors have suggested different scoring methods for MFC items.
Unfortunately, these scoring methods are not applicable to existing tests and
questionnaires

1. Some authors (De Vries, 2006, chap. 6; Heggestad et al., 2006) have
changed the format of the MFC items so that the statement scores do
not add up to a constant value per item. They applied the traditional
scoring method but the test scores are no longer ipsative. For existing
questionnaires this procedure cannot be applied because the MFC item
format cannot be changed anymore.

2. McCloy et al. (2005) suggested to use a multidimensional unfolding
model for scoring statement scores of MFC items. This is an inventive
idea but it requires that the normative P-values are known in advance.
McCloy et al. (2005) used P-values obtained from a Likert scale version
of their test. However, these are usually not available.
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